
Total system closure...it’s critical to you as the contractor and to your customers. Without it, you’ve increased the risk of energy 
loss, higher utility bills and even system failure. Not to mention the call-backs to find and repair the leaks, which can be costly 
to both your bottom line and your reputation. 

Your customers have entrusted you to deliver a quality and reliable system that is free of air leaks, so it’s imperative you’re 
prepared to tackle the job – the first time. 

And that includes making sure you have the right tape to complete the task at hand. Shurtape®, a leading manufacturer of 
pressure-sensitive tapes, offers a comprehensive line of tapes that are engineered specifically for HVAC installation and 
repair. Below are five things to consider when choosing an HVAC tape:
 
Application Technique. 
Each tape has a proper technique to be used during application – following 
these techniques allows the tape to work exactly how it was designed. Keep 
in mind that HVAC tapes are pressure-sensitive. In order to properly form the 
bond that is needed for a permanent seal, an appropriate amount of 
pressure must be applied – the optimal tool to provide this force is a      
squeegee. Not using the prescribed installation technique can cause 
improper adhesion of the tape, and ultimately failure. 

Code Compliance. 
UL listings are critical for certain applications. This compliance ensures the 
tape has the proper adhesion and exceptional shear strength to stay in place 
effectively for the life of the HVAC system. That listing could stand between a 
system passing or failing an inspection.
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A squeegee is an essential tool in HVAC 
applications as it helps provide the wipe-down 
pressure needed to form a permanent seal.

Using a tape that’s UL listed can stand 
between a system passing or failing an 
inspection – understand basic UL listings to 
help select the right tape for your application.
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In order to gain a UL listing for a tape, it must pass a series of rigorous tests – 
evaluating qualities such as adhesion level, shear strength and tensile 
strength, as well as burn, mold and humidity resistance. Once this listing is 
achieved, the specific application for the tape is made clear by UL standards. 

There are many UL Listed tapes, but each serves its own unique purpose. 
For example:

When you need a tape that “does it all,” Shurtape AF 100 foil tape offers         
both A/P and B-FX listings, and can be used to join and seal rigid               
fiberglass ductboard and Class 1 flex duct.



For cold-temperature variability when sealing Class 1 flex duct, UL 181B-FX listed Shurtape DC 181 film tape features an 
acrylic adhesive system and high performance in cold weather. 

For a UL 181B-FX listed tape that can withstand wide temperature             
variances, Shurtape SF 686 ShurMASTIC® butyl foil tape is designed with      
a butyl rubber adhesive system (the most stable of all rubber-based          
adhesives) that can withstand wide temperature variances once applied.  

And, for sealing Class 1 flex duct when the surface is “rougher” or not fully 
clean, UL 181B-FX listed Shurtape PC 857 offers a thicker adhesive system 
that allows you to achieve closure, even when conditions are not prime. 

Understanding the proper usage of the tape, as well as learning the basic 
UL standards and listings can provide you with an easy way to make sure 
you have chosen the appropriate tape for your application.

Application Conditions. 
Temperature conditions can also affect the performance of the tape, especially colder situations. Durability and resilience 
to withstand diverse weather conditions are critical, especially as the risk for tape failure is increased when work is done 

in low temperatures with tapes that are not cold temperature approved. 

That’s why Shurtape offers AF Series Cold Temperature Foil Tapes, which 
are engineered for cold temperature applications. These tapes are linered 
and feature an acrylic adhesive, delivering an airtight bond on joints and 
seams in conditions ranging from -20 F to 260 F.

In addition to temperature, conditions such as humidity and cleanliness 
of the application area can affect the performance of the tape – as can 
the application surface. Whether it’s Class 1 flex duct, sheet metal,        
aluminum-backed insulation or scrim-reinforced pipe and duct, be sure 
to select an appropriate tape that’s engineered to perform. Shurtape 
publishes specific application guidelines for where each tape can be 
used, helping you to select the right tape for the application.

Strength, Adhesion and Tack. 
Tapes vary in strength, adhesive type and initial tack. Pay attention to 
tensile strength to ensure you select the right tape, particularly for those 
applications that require maximum-strength performance, like sealing, 
seaming and joining scrim-reinforced pipe and duct insulation. 

Tapes are also available with rubber-based and acrylic adhesives, so be 
sure to choose the one that matches your needs. For example, 
rubber-based adhesives may not perform as well in cold temperatures as 
their acrylic counterparts. 

Application conditions aren’t always perfect, so 
choose a tape that’s designed to perform.

Temperature conditions can affect the perfor-
mance of the tape, and thus are an important 
consideration when selecting a tape for your 
application.

Pay attention to manufacturers’ recommended 
application guidelines to ensure you have the 
right tape for the job.
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And, when it comes to tack, you want the tape to have good initial “quick stick,” followed by permanent adhesion once the 
proper pressure is applied. A high level of tack prevents the edges from rolling up or flagging (the tape falling back off) as 
you work to install or build ductwork. 

LEED® Qualification. 
Today, many municipal, state and national building codes 
require building materials that qualify for LEED points from 
the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC). Oftentimes,          
specifying engineers and contractors who know which 
materials qualify for – or contribute to – LEED points,         
get the job. 

Even if the job doesn’t specify LEED materials, it should be a consideration as LEED-certified products, like HVAC              
tapes, can impact rebates and tax incentives for contractors. Shurtape tapes that are marked as Green Point Products        
deliver the quality results you demand and contribute to LEED certification points when combined with other eligible       
building materials.

Tape performance and reliability are critical to many contractors in the field – and can have a significant impact on the job. 
That’s why Shurtape offers a complete line of foil, composite and film tapes that form an airtight, permanent and             
waterproof seal with no leaks. Whether you require cold temperature, UL Listed or maximum strength, Shurtape delivers. 

For more information about Shurtape HVAC tapes, or to find the right tape for your next application, please visit              
shurtape.com/hvac or call 888.442.8273. 
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Shurtape offers an array of Green Point Products 
for a variety of applications.




